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Farheen’s Life Map 2012-2016
Creating a Life Map as a four- or five-year plan really helps
to give you focus. That’s what I found in creating the above
Life Map for myself.
Would you like to create one for yourself? Go to the back
pages of this book and use the template I have provided to
get you started.
Good luck!
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LL

ife is what we make of it. All too often we settle
and decide to accept who we are and what we
have become. We become comfortable, not
content, but we give ourselves permission to continue to
neglect and mistreat our bodies over and over again as we
“try to become better.”
Trying is not an option.

If I have learnt anything in the last two years, it’s this.
That there are three distinct areas of my life that I need to
focus on. Each has their own place and life is a balancing act
of trying to keep each of the circles below in check.
These three areas of life are:
HEALTH
WEALTH
COMMUNITY
What keeps these circles joined at the middle is faith (in
my case, faith in Allah), but for others it is whatever you
believe in.

Community

Health
Faith

Wealth
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Focus on the successes and don’t count your faults.
Appreciate what you are, but know that you have the
potential to be even healthier.
You are beautiful. You have to believe that.
Losing weight is just allowing you to show your inner
beauty and match the outside to the inside.
Healthy mind…
Talk to yourself… keep yourself in the right frame of mind
People often ask me how I keep myself motivated. I aim
for the stars. My favourite quote by Les Brown is “Reach for
the moon, even if you miss, you will land among the stars.”
The way I see it. Every workout is an investment into a
fitter, more healthy, stronger me. You decide how you treat
your body.
In the words of Chalene Johnson “Speak to yourself. Tell
yourself that you can do it. Believe it.”
“Believe you are an athlete - train like one.”
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Creating Your own Life Map
I cannot tell you how empowering a Life Map is. It helps you
focus on your dreams and put them out there in the universe.
Once you put your goals down on paper and start to visualize
yourself achieving your dreams, things will start to happen.
I’m providing a template for you to use. Happy visioning!

Dream

Personal Development Goal

���������������������������������������������

���������������������������������������������

(home, car?)

(university, college, new position,
business?)

Dream

Things to do

���������������������������������������������

���������������������������������������������

(places to visit?)

(from your bucket list)

Ways I can make a
difference

What I’m looking for

���������������������������������������������
(charitable giving, volunteering?)

���������������������������������������������
(relationships?)

Life Map

What I will do to be
healthier

..................... - ������������������

���������������������������������������������

(year - year)
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The 3 L’s “Live, Laugh and Love”
Quotes to Live by

L

ive

Live in the moment...
Enjoy every minute as you experience life. Each and every
moment is a gift. Use it to the best of your ability.
“Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future, concentrate
the mind on the present moment.” — Buddha

L

augh

Look at the bright side of every situation. There always is
one. Remember that everything you experience is a lesson
for something better to come.
“Take the first step in faith, even if you don’t see the whole
staircase.” — Martin Luther King Jr
So don’t worry, just be happy!

L

ove

Love yourself…
You are perfect in your own way.
“Only I decide what my value is.” — Suzan Hart (www.onehart.com)
Embrace yourself as ‘you’ and acknowledge that anything
you do to be healthier will only enhance the outer self to
match the beauty that’s already on the inside.
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